
Dammerüng Cultural Arms & Armor Guide

Arms & Armor of Midgar
Dammerung is thematically a Dark Ages in style. What does this mean?
It means that all equipment, clothing and items should thematically be of the Earth time period of 400 CE to 1150 CE, the 
end of the Classical to the start of the Middle Ages. This is different from many fantasy LARPs which generally have a tech 
level  closer to 1200-1500, Middle Ages to Renaissance.  Doublets, elaborate corsets, puffy sleeves and intricate heraldry 
are all signs of a High Medieval aesthetic and are less appropriate when trying to portray the simpler styles of the Dark 
Ages. 

What are the Dark Ages?
The Dark Ages are a time period roughly synonymous with the Fall of Rome until the rise of united kingdoms and 
centralized authority and trade in the Medieval Era. It is a period marked by ignorance, superstition, divided petty kingdoms
and a diminishing and forgetting of the achievements and advances of the Roman Empire. Midgar is also in a Dark Age 
where, like our own Earth, the glory and grandeur of the past is being destroyed by invasions, fragmenting politics and fear. 
The character Heroes of Dammerung live in a world on the decline, one slipping towards oblivion from natural and 
supernatural forces. 

What LARP weapons and armor are appropriate? 
Melee Weapons
High grade latex and foam weapons like Epic
Armory, Mytholon, Calamacil as well as handcrafted
Plasti-dip weapons are all acceptable. Tape or cloth
Boffer style weapons are not, as they look clumsy
and do not represent well a real weapon threatening
immersion. Melee Weapons should be contact safe
and never swung full force.

Ranged Weapons
Throwing Weapons may have a light core in the case
of throwing weapons, but this should be secure and
well padded. Throwing weapons should never be
thrown hard, but tossed at a target. Bows and
crossbows are restricted to a 30 lb draw and arrows
must be of the purchased, LARP-Safe, variety. Mark
you arrows to distinguish them for retrieval. 

Shields
Shields may be made of hard or soft foam, wood and
other materials but must have padded edges unless
the construction is entirely of foam. Metal may not
be used in the construction of a shield unless as a
rounded boss. Shield slamming is not allowed unless
pre-negotiated explicitly with one's opponent as part
of a combat scene. 

Armor
Armor may be made out of any visually realistic
material. Obviously plastic or modern scrap armor is
not allowed. Plate mail is rudimentary and generally
used on the limbs. Chain mail is the most common
metal armor. Armor should not have hard spikes that
may injure another or damage their contact safe
weapons. 
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Crownlander
The Crownlands are technologically similar to Europe during the early Medieval age. Knights and Men at Arms clad in full 
coats of mail, bearing shields or wielding two handed weapons. Footmen and Levy soldiers often are armed with spears or 
ranged weapons. Styles include those used by Normans, Franks, Saxons, Byzantines, 1st & 2nd Crusades, 10-12th century 
Western Europe. Surcoats are common for soldiers, heraldry is simple in design. 

Clothing
Saxon, Byzantine, Frankish styles- favoring tunics over hose or pants with cloaks. 

Light Armor - Soaks 2 Wounds Repaired by Outfitter
Padded Aketons and Gambesons, Studded Leather

Heavy Armor - Soaks 4 Wounds Repaired by Smith
Chain mail Shirt or Hauberk generally over a Gambeson or thick surcoat.
Chain mail plus leather gloves, chain chausses or metal/leather greaves. 
Coats of Plate/Brigandine is often layered with Chain or Padded. 
Simple Breastplates, Spaulders and elbow and knee cops are not unknown. 

***Note: High Medieval and Renaissance Plate Mail or Spaulders is NOT Appropriate for this Era***
Helmets - Soaks 1 Wound Repaired by Smith Must be Metal 
Simple Helmets: Norman Nasal Helms, Kettle Helms, Full Helms, Spangenhelms, Mail Coif
Complex Helmets: Bascinets, Klappenvisor, Simple/Primitive Visored Helms (Pre 1200s, Not Fantasy). 

***Non-metal helmets are hats. The give minimal protection but look cool. 
Weapons & Sheilds
Crownlanders use weapons common to medieval and dark ages Western Europe and the Byzantine Empire.
Shields are often Kite or Heater in style, favoring longer lengths. Simple heraldry with fewer divisions than High Medieval. 
One Handed Weapons
Dagger, Mace, Hammer, Longsword, Shortsword. Cruciform hilts are common in the Crownlands and rare elsewhere. 

Two Handed Weapons
Spear, Polearm, Greatsword, Poleaxe, Battleaxe

Ranged Weapons
Throwing Spear, Short bow, Longbow, Crossbow
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Nordvik
The Nordvik dress and arm themselves like the Danish and Norwegian vikings of our own world. Leg wraps are a common 
sight over loose pants, with a long tunic. Most warriors acquire a shield first and then a helmet adding body armor after their
weaponry is upgraded. Hand axes, knives and spears are the most common weapons with wealthier warriors possessing 
swords and bearded great axes. Only the richest Nordvik can afford heavy shirts of mail, with most wearing leather or 
padded and a helmet. 

Clothing
Norse, Danish, Norwegian, Viking: 7th -11th century. 

Light Armor - Soaks 2 Wounds Repaired by Outfitter
Padded Gambesons, Leather harness, bracers. 

Heavy Armor - Soaks 4 Wounds Repaired by Smith
Chain mail Shirt or Hauberk generally over a Gambeson or thick tunic.
Chain mail plus leather gloves, chain chausses or metal/leather greaves. Helmet required.
Scale mail or lammellar. Splint bracers or greaves. 

Helmets - Soaks 1 Wound Repaired by Smith Must be Metal 
Simple Helmets: Nasal Helms, Spectacle Helms
Complex Helmets: Above helms with embellishment and mail curtain

***Non-metal helmets are hats. The give minimal protection but look cool. 

Weapons & Shields
Nordvik weild weapons common to earth Viking and Norse cultures.
Round and Square Shields: metallic boss with a punch grip. Windmill or geometric patterns common. 28”-32” width. 
One Handed Weapons
Dagger, Handaxe, Norse Sword, Seax. 

Two Handed Weapons
Dane Axe, Hewing Spear

Ranged Weapons
Throwing Spear, Throwing Axe, Short bow
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Cerns
The Cerns are inspired by ancient Celts, Gauls, Picts and Dark-Ages Irish and Scots. Cerns favor skirmish and ambush 
warfare, a result of their long struggle with the Fimmr. Plaids and tartans are worn on pants, cloaks and kilts. Shields are 
generally of a round, hexagonal or pictish H design. Many Cerns carry a ranged weapon of some sort, even just a javelin or 
throwing spear to wound an enemy before closing. Cern Steel Bearers are often noble, fighting as Galglaich, clad in chain 
head to toe and wielding dreadful great axes and swords.

Clothing
Celtic, Gallic, Irish, Scottish- Notably kilts, if worn, are simple with limited modern pleating and without sporrans. Men and
women favor long tunics. White robes are commonly used in Cernish religious rituals. 

Light Armor - Soaks 2 Wounds Repaired by Outfitter
Padded Gambesons, Leather harness, bracers. 

Heavy Armor - Soaks 4 Wounds Repaired by Smith
Chain mail Shirt or Hauberk generally over a Gambeson.
Chain mail plus leather gloves, chain chausses or metal/leather greaves. Helmet required.
Scale mail or lammellar. Splint bracers or greaves. 
Helmets - Soaks 1 Wound Repaired by Smith Must be Metal 
Simple Helmets: Nasal Helms, Steel Caps (No Nasal), Gallic Helmets

***Non-metal helmets are hats. The give minimal protection but look cool. 

Weapons & Shields
Cerns wield simple, practical weapons that look Celtic and Gallic in style. 
Shields: Round Targe (small shield), Hexagonal or Oval tall shields, Pictish H. Simple animal or knot-work designs favored.
One Handed Weapons
Dagger, Handaxe, Sword, Leaf Bladed Sword

Two Handed Weapons
Bearded Axe, Claymore, Pole Ax, Bill, Spear

Ranged Weapons
Throwing Spear, Javelins, Short bow
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Kraalings
The Kraaling are inspired by Paleolithic, Mesolithic and other Hunter-Gatherer cultures of Earths own past. The Kraalings 
have a spiritual focus on bones and animal totems adopting this into their clothing and equipment. Kraalings are generally 
clad in leather, furs and rough earth tone cloth. Exposed skin is often painted with designs, bones or animal markings. 
Kraaling weapons are fashioned from bones, stone, wood and obsidian- metal forging is unknown to them. Inspiration may 
be drawn from many of earths ancient and indigenous cultures. Kraalings are a people who have survived with what was on 
hand, lacking an diverse trade economy that would allow for more advanced craftsmanship and materials. 

Clothing
Pelts, fur, hide, rough-spun cloth. Bone and natural ornamentation. Totemic emblems and elements from the individual or 
tribes favored totemic deity. 

Light Armor - Soaks 2 Wounds Repaired by Outfitter
Furs and Hides. Warpaint. 
Hides reinforced with wood, bone and shells. 
Heavy bone armor
Helmets - Soaks 1 Wound Repaired by Outfitter
Simple Helmets: Animal skull. 

Weapons & Shields Metal virtually Unknown
Kraaling weapons are hand fashioned from natural materials: Bone, Wood, Stone, Obsidian. Rarely a Kraaling, generally a 
devotee of Afu, will have a metal weapon but these are invariably chipped and rusted. 
Shields: Uncommon. Wooden, Woven Fiber and Bone- generally square or irregular, smaller for structural durability.
One Handed Weapons
Stone or Bone Knife, Club, Stone Axe, Bone Pick

Two Handed Weapons
Great club, Stone Hammer, Spear

Ranged Weapons
Throwing Spear, Javelins, Short bow, Throwing Sticks/Hammers/Axes
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Jotunar
The Jotunar are a varied people with stone and metal-craft honed over long ages and twisted by their need for revenge. 
Inspiration for Jotunar weapons and armor can be drawn from Norse, Germanic and Bronze Age cultures with a fantastical 
twist, add a dash of Middle Earth and you are right on track!

Jotunar equipment and clothing is often tattered, rusty, covered in blood or totems and grisly trophies. Items of Wondrous 
Make are the few things that shine with polish and Glamour. Jotunar are invariably evil by human standards, their spite or 
behaviors are reflected in the wickedness of their weaponry. As the few beings that naturally have magic in their blood 
glowing or strange elements are entirely allowed! The Firstborn should draw upon the above cultures for a starting place 
with costuming and equipment. They tend to be a mix of Cern or Nordvik plus Kraaling in clothing, weapons and armor 
with the main influence being the neighboring human culture and region they originated from. 

Jotunar Masks and Faces
Jotunar should be obviously inhuman so it is necessary to augment or change the human face. Contacts, appliances, false 
noses, fangs and tusks are all great accents! Full head masks and half masks are also great. Epic Armory and other vendors 
make great masks and appliances.

Downtime : Being a Human Thrall
All Jotunar players are encouraged to have costuming equivalent to a Nordvik Thrall (peasant) to wear during down-
time when they are taking a break from being a Scourge of Mannkind. Simple tunics and pants, little adornment- 
comfort is key. Thrall alt-persona's are allowed to give the Jotunar a chance to let their mane down and relax. 

Skogetrolls - Forest Trolls
Visual inspiration: Middle Earth Orcs and Warcraft Forest Trolls with a tendency towards pelts, furs and earth tones. 
Skogetrolls generally wield barbaric or Nordvik themed weapons and armor. Serpent and Spiral imagery is often used to 
decorate their equipment. Troll and goblin attributes (long noses, pointed ears, tusks, etc) are great!

Fimmtrolls - Iron Trolls
Visual inspiration: Uruk-Hai and Mordor Orcs with a love of heavy or layered armor big, brutal weapons and shields. Fimm 
Trolls decorate their equipment with Eye, to honor their cycloptic First King Balorrech, and flame or dagged imagery. 
Orcish faces and masks are a great addition. 

Hulders - Dark Nymphs
Visual inspiration: Pan's Labyrinth style dark Fae. Plant and animal natural materials, feather or leaf plumage, twisted or 
dark wood favored. Hulders do not generally wield large weapons or rely on armor. Vivid green or yellow contact lenses are
a fantastic addition to announce the Hulders special powers!

Wudvas - Beast Menn
Visual inspiration: Warhammer Beastmen and Satyrs. Rusted gear, chipped meat blades and hewers, poor and mended 
equipment. Severed human hands, wine skins, drinking horns, infant skulls, etc. Horn and animal skull imagery. 

Thursar - Great Trolls
Visual inspiration: classic trolls of fables and legend. Big noses or tusks, gray skin. Shoulder padding to accentuate 
hunchback or stooped appearance. Pelts and poorly crafted clothing and armor.

Konitrolls - King Trolls
Visual inspiration: Troll kings and queens from Fairy tales. Grotesque, bejeweled, huge crown and/or scepter. Necklaces 
galore, weapons of ancient styles or strange properties.


